In this supplement, we let architectures refer to both a single architecture, e.g. a, ab, and a multiset (unordered list) of architectures, e.g. {a}, {ab}, {a, ab}, {a, a, ab}. Architectures can therefore be assigned to both genes (using the single architecture definition) and to entire species (using the multiset of architectures definition).
Modeling architecture rearrangements
Consider the problem of transforming a parent architecture to a child architecture. We represent these architectures as directed acyclic graphs, where the in-degree and out-degree of a node are each at most one. A module is indicated by a node, and neighboring modules within the same gene are joined with a directed edge. The problem is now equivalent to transforming from the parent graph to the child graph, where each allowable graph operation corresponds to an evolutionary event (Figure 1e ):
• G: Add a node (corresponding to a module that does not currently exist).
• D: Duplicate a node.
• L: Remove a node.
• M : Add an edge between two (existing) nodes.
• S: Remove an edge between two (existing) nodes.
Note that these definitions require that generation, duplication, and loss occur at the module level. For example, generating a sequence of multiple modules is only possible through generation of the component modules. This assumption treats modules as the basic building blocks of a gene and implies that the generation, duplication, and loss of larger sequences (as measured by the number of modules) incur a higher cost.
Evolutionary events are applied in the following order: generation, duplication, loss, split, merge. There are also some caveats to account for the architecture representation. For example, we allow for the duplication and loss of entire architectures or sub-architectures, where the cost of duplication/loss corresponds to the number of modules duplicated/lost. Furthermore, the duplicated (sub-)architecture retains all the edges of the original, and edges within a lost (sub-)architecture can be removed without penalty. Duplication/loss of a sub-architecture may also incur one or two (hidden) splits, depending on whether the left and right end of the sub-architecture were connected to another module in the parent architecture; this prevents parental sub-architectures from appearing in isolation in the child without penalty. Finally, merges are free between two generated modules (but not between a generated module and an existing module); this allows for the generation of architectures in addition to the generation of modules.
Note that with this representation, there is a one-to-one mapping between nodes in the parent and child graphs (using the "null" node as the parent of a generated node and the child of a lost node). Tracing this mapping for each module in a reconstructed architecture scenario reveals the series of generations, duplications, and losses that have led to the extant module counts, and tracing the addition or removal of edges across the mappings reveals the series of merges and splits that have led to the extant architectures.
To demonstrate the robustness of our architecture model, consider the case of a duplicated sub-architecture. For example, rearranging parent architecture A = {abc} to form child architecture B = {ab, abc} would infer a duplication of module a, a duplication of module b, and a (hidden) split between modules b and c. Note that (1) the original parent architecture abc is retained in B (with no inferred events), (2) no merge event is required between a and b since the multi-module sub-architecture ab arose from abc, and (3) a (hidden) split is inferred to account for the missing edge between b and c when ab is duplicated from abc.
2 Architecture scenario reconstruction STAR-MP is a maximum parsimony algorithm for reconstructing the architecture scenario such that the total evolutionary cost is minimized. That is, for each architecture family, given the known species tree, the known architectures at the leaves, and the (inferred) module counts at the ancestors, STAR-MP infers the architectures at the ancestors and the events that occur along the branches. Here, we describe our architecture model and present the pseudocode for STAR-MP, which was described in brief in Reconstructing architecture scenarios. In the pseudocode, details may be omitted for clarity.
Notation
• T : the rooted, full, binary species tree, with nodes N (T ), edges E(T ), root R(T ), and leaves L(T )
• n ∈ N : a node with parent n p and left and right children n l and n r • e = {x i }: a (multi)set of events
• P (n): the modules at node n • Q(n) ∈ {A i }, Q * (n) = A: the possible architectures, and the optimal (min-cost) architecture, at node n • E(A, B) = e, Cost(A, B) ∈ [0, ∞): the optimal set of events and the optimal cost to transform architecture B to architecture B
• F (n, A): the optimal cost-to-go of assigning architecture A to node n, e.g. the optimal cost of events up to node n such that Q * (n) = A
• G(n, A): the traceback pointer for F (n, A)
• H(n, n l ), H(n, n r ): the optimal events along edges n → n l and n → n r
We also define the following operations on architectures: A + B is the architecture containing the architectures in A and B, A ∪ B is the multiset of architectures that appear in either A or B, and A ∩ B is the multiset of architectures that appear in both A or B. For example, if A = {a, ab} and B = {a, bc}, then A + B = {a, a, ab, bc}, A ∪ B = {a, ab, bc}, and A ∩ B = {a}. Similar operations will also be used for modules.
Pseudocode
The reconstructed architecture scenario, as defined by Q * (n), H(n, n l ), H(n, nr) ∀n ∈ N (T )
Algorithm 1: STAR-MP pseudocode. Given the species tree, the ancestral module counts, and the extant architectures, STAR-MP reconstructs the architecture scenario by inferring the ancestral architectures and the events along the branches. Note that an explicit cost cost(G) for generation is not required since modules are generated at the LCA of all species with the module. Code to account for ties is omitted for clarity; ties were broken arbitrarily in our implementation.
Input: set s of modules at the parent, children architectures B and C Output: possible parent architectures A = empty architecture a = set of modules from s /* Heuristic 1: If architecture arch appears in both children B and C and there are enough constituent modules in the parent, then that architecture must appear in the parent A. */ if there are enough modules in s to cover all architectures in B ∩ C then for arch in B ∩ C do add arch to A remove modules in arch from s end end if s = ∅ then // no parent modules left so return A yield A and stop iteration end /* Heuristic 2: If modules u and v are in both children B and C and there is no path u → v in either B or C, then there cannot be a path u → v in A. A path exists between any two modules u, v where u appears prior to v in the same gene. */ paths = ∅ // allowable paths in the parent
// at least one of u or v is missing from B or C end /* Heuristic 3: If both B and C contain u and v only in merged form uv, then u and v must be in merged form uv in at least one architecture of A. */ reqs = empty dictionary // required paths and whether the path is found
// add requirement and whether it is satisfied by A if (u, v) in A then reqs [u, v] = T rue else reqs [u, v] = F alse end end end /* Find allowable architectures using the remaining set of modules. For a set S, powersetorderedsubsets(S) is the set of all ordered subsets of S. */ aarchs = set of architectures from A // set of allowable parent architectures for arch ∈ powersetorderedsubsets(set(s)) s.t. arch is not empty ∧ arch / ∈ aarchs do if ∃(u, v) ∈ arch s.t. (u, v) / ∈ paths then continue; // fails allowable paths add arch to aarchs end /* Now we have the allowable parent architectures so find the number of each architecture instance to satisfy the required parent modules. */ for partition P of s s.t. ∀arch ∈ p, arch ∈ aarchs do // check if required merged modules are satisfied reqs copy = copy of reqs for arch ∈ P , (u, v) ∈ reqs s.t. (u, v) ∈ arch do reqs copy [u, v] = T rue if any reqs copy failed then continue // everything is satisfied yield A + P end Algorithm 2: archgen pseudocode for generating possible architectures. Given the available modules at the parent and the children architectures, archgen finds the possible parent architectures.
Input: parent architecture A, child architecture B, evolutionary costs costs Output: the optimal series of events and the optimal cost required for the rearrangement /* Remove architectures that appear in both parent and child */ for arch ∈ A ∩ B do // do not remove if it is the last instance in the parent so it can be used in duplication if count of arch in A > 1 then remove arch from A and from B end end /* Make graph representations */ GA, GB = directed graph representations of A and B /* Generate/Duplicate/Lose modules through GDL, then Merge/Split modules through MS */ E = empty list // series of events required for rearrangement for (EGDL, GGDL, gen, splits) ∈ GDL(Ga, G b ) do for EMS ∈ MS(GGDL, GB, gen, splits) do // put GDL and MS events together and store append EGDL + EMS to E end end /* Find optimum: findcost(e, costs) determines the total cost of events e given costs costs */ E * , C * = arg min / mine∈E findcost(e,costs ) return E * , C * Algorithm 3: archeventcosts pseudocode for finding the optimal events and cost for an architecture rearrangement. Given a parent architecture, a child architecture, and the cost of evolutionary events corresponding to elementary graph operations, archeventcosts finds the optimal series of events and the optimal cost to transform the parent architecture to the child architecture. This is split into two parts: (1) generation, duplication, loss, and possibly split of modules until the parent and child architecture have the same number of modules, and (2) merge, split of modules until the parent architecture and child architecture are equivalent.
Input: parent architecture graph GA, child architecture graph GB Output: series of events, resulting graphs, generated modules, and incurred splits for the rearrangement /* Generations -modules are generated (and then possibly duplicated) as single modules */ EG = empty list // list of events due to generation (and duplication of generated modules) gen = ∅; duplst, loselst = empty dictionaries // generated module and dicts of [reg,# of dups/losses] for reg ∈ set of modules in GA and GB do a, b = count of reg in GA and GB if a = b then continue ; // no change in module count else if a = 0 then // gen + dups add reg to gen, add b instances of reg to GA, append GEN of reg and b − 1 DUP of reg to EG
// losses end // no dups of existing modules and no losses if duplst is empty ∧ loselst is empty then yield EG, GA, gen, ∅ and stop iteration /* Duplications -one element for each combination of dups. Also keep track of duplication sources (map from duplicated child module to source parent module). */ ED, GD, dupmap = empty lists // lists of events, graphs, and maps due to duplication if duplst is empty then append copy of EG, copy of GA, empty map to ED, GD, dupmap ; // no dups else // duplicate parent architectures until there are enough modules -Afterwards, there may be extra modules due to multi-module duplications. These will be lost in the Loss phase. for each unique combination todup of architectures to duplicate s.t. the counts in duplst are satisfied do E, G, map = copy of EG, copy of GA, empty map; append E, G, map to ED, GD, dupmap for arch ∈ todup do add arch to G, add DUP of reg (∀reg ∈ arch) to E, update map end end /* Losses -one element for each combination of dups/losses */ for E, G, dmap ∈ ED, GD, dupmap do recalculate loselst (as in Generation phase) // recalc due to presence of extra duplicated modules if loselst is empty then yield copy of E,copy of G,gen,∅ and continue ; // no losses // calculate losses for each combination of lost nodes for each unique combination tolose of modules to lose s.t. the counts in loselst are satisfied do EL, GL = copy of E, copy of G // remove modules splits = ∅ // count a split (from source) only once for u ∈ tolose do // Consider t − u − v and ts − us − vs, where ns = dmap[n] (e.g. dup source) if n arose from a dup and ns = n o.w. For each edge, remove the edge, and incur a split if both modules are not lost and the source of the edge was not already split. if ∃t, remove (t, u) from GL, add (ts, us) to splits, append SPLIT of (t, u) to EL if (ts, us) / ∈ splits do same for (u, v) and (us, vs) // remove the module remove u from GL, append LOSS of u to EL end // remove redundancies (duplication and loss of same node) for u ∈ dmap ∩ tolose do remove DUP of u and LOSS of u from EL yield EL, GL, gen, splits end end
Algorithm 4:
GDL pseudocode for rearranging architectures through generation/duplication/loss events. Given a parent architecture and a child architecture, GDL finds the series of generation/duplication/loss events so that the resulting parent and child architectures have the same number of modules. Note that (1) which nodes are duplicated affects resulting architectures and possibly incurs extra splits and losses, and (2) which nodes are lost affects resulting architectures and possibly incurs extra splits; thus, GDL considers each possible combination of duplications and losses.
Input: parent architecture graph GA, child architecture graph GB, generated modules gen, incurred splits splits during generation/duplication/loss Output: series of events required for the rearrangement /* Remove architectures that appear in both GA and GB */ for arch ∈ GA ∩ GB do remove arch from GA and GB end /* No merge/splits if no architectures left */ if GA is empty ∧ GB is empty then yield empty list and stop iteration end /* Permute the nodes of one graph to look at all node-to-node assignments between graphs */ for pairwise assignment of nodes between GA and GB s.t. paired nodes have same module type do // add/remove edges (incur M/S events) G copy A = copy of GA E = empty list // split (remove edge from G copy A ) -must do first in case of insertion/deletion for (uA, vA) ∈ GA do (uB, vB) = assignment of (ua, va) from GA to GB if (uB, vB) / ∈ GB then remove (uA, vA) from G copy A // do not penalize if this split was already incurred during duplication/loss if (uA, vA) / ∈ splits then (u, v) = module types corresponding to (uA, vA) append SPLIT of (u, v) to E end end end // merge (add edge to G copy A ) for (uB, vB) ∈ GB do (uA, vA) = assignment of (uB, vB) from GB to GA if (uA, vA) / ∈ GA then add (uA, vA) to G copy A // do not penalize if both u and v were generated if u / ∈ gen ∨ v / ∈ gen then (u, v) = module types corresponding to (uB, vB) append MERGE of (u, v) to E end end end yield E end Algorithm 5: MS pseudocode for rearranging architectures through merge/split events. Given a parent architecture and a child architecture, MS finds the series of merge/split events so that the resulting parent and child architectures are equivalent.
Using domain annotations
As noted in the main text, the step of 'identifying modules and module families' in our phylogenomic pipeline may be replaced by a database search against existing domains (e.g. Pfam, SCOP, SMART, CDD, etc). We have chosen to use a de novo approach to module identification rather than using a domain database search for a number of reasons.
Our main reason is that we wished to make no a priori assumptions about the identity or boundaries of the modules. As mentioned in the main text, domain databases are often biased, for example, towards domains with known structures or function. However, our definition of modules is evolutionarily-based and depends solely on sequence conservation.
An analysis of genome coverage (excluding singleton domains or modules) also revealed that only 62% of Drosophila genes have Pfam annotations compared to 82% of genes with module annotations. If we include singleton domains/modules, the change in coverage for Pfam annotations is negligible while the coverage for module annotations increases to 85%, with the remaining 15% of genes lacking BLAST hits that pass our filters. We believe that this difference in coverage is because our approach captures both known and unknown domains; in particular, it captures domains that are evolutionarily (rather structurally or functionally) conserved.
In addition, domain definitions are compiled using genomes across the three domains of life, meaning that domain families may be overclustered when looking at a small subset of genomes such as the ∼60 myr Drosophila clade. (Recall that gene and domain families are defined as the set of genes/domains that descend from a single gene/domain in the most recent common ancestor of all species under consideration. Therefore, restricting the genomes to a small subset will break the original families into many smaller clusters.) A major benefit of our approach is that it can be used at multiple timescales: we can look across the three domains of life as in domain databases, or we can find novel clade-specific domain families that may be missing from domain databases, as in our analysis of Drosophila. For comparison, ADDA found a number of novel domain families missing from Pfam and SMART, with the majority of these new families specific to a single domain of life. Such novel domain families may also be present within the Drosophila phylogeny (perhaps to confer clade-specific biological functions), and a such using domain definitions compiled across all three domains of life may lack the power to detect such recently evolved families.
Our approach can also capture known and unknown domains and neutral evolutionary events. In particular, we can identify modules linked to a protein function but associated with an unknown domain. This is important, as we are also interested in analyzing genome-wide event rates (or counts), and if we focus on the subset of genes in which the merged or split domain has a known function, these rates (counts) may be biased.
Finally, our approach has a higher power than a database search, and moreover, it can be applied to newly sequences genomes to discover new modules. In particular, we can analyze a group of closely related genomes that are together distant from other genomes. As mentioned previously, our method will find novel domain families that have evolved solely within the newly sequenced clade without requiring these families to be defined in domain databases.
Promiscuous modules
Analysis in our main text (Results) excluded promiscuous modules in our pipeline. Including these in our analysis decreased the number of architecture families to 14,156 (1.8% decrease), with 4201 families containing more than one module (0.03% decrease in ratio of # families with ≥ 2 modules/# families) and 4037 families containing a fusion or fission (<0.01% decrease in ratio). These "fusion/fission" families consist of 12,567 module families (0.2% increase) covering 46,100 sequences (0.2% increase) and involve at least one gene from 4533 (36.8%) of gene families (0.6% increase). As expected, the distribution of architecture families also shifted; for example, there would be 11 families with more than 20 modules and 22 families with more than 50 sequences (compare to Figure 6 ). Such increases are particularly problematic for our STAR-MP architecture reconstruction algorithm and would likely result in increased runtime or be too complicated for MP reconstruction.
Incorporating known rates of evolutionary events
We have incorporated known tendencies in event costs where applicable in our pipeline; for example, we used known estimated duplication and loss rates in Drosophila (Hahn et al. 2007 ) to reconstruct module phylogenies with SPIMAP. However, systematic studies of merge and split events (Snel et al. 2000 , Kummerfeld and Teichmann 2005 , Fong et al. 2007 ) have only determined total counts or merge-to-split ratios, and these are neither specific to the Drosophila clade nor do they incorporate architecture counts. The few studies on fusion and fission in Drosophila (Zhou et al. 2008 , Rogers et al. 2009 ) focus on a subset of species and on genes with significant experimental evidence. In contrast, it takes a systematic, genome-wide approach to determine event rates that are unbiased and reflective of the entire genome.
Cost of evolutionary events
We analyzed a subset of 200 families using varying event costs. Note that the cost of generation does not affect STAR-MP reconstructions since each module is assumed to have been generated only once at the most recent common ancestor of all species that contain the module. In addition, in our current implementation, duplication and loss costs also have limited effect since ancestral counts are inferred using the reconstructed module phylogenies, and a module that is duplicated and subsequently lost along the same branch does not incur any cost.
We tested six settings for the event costs: one in which all events were equal (as in the main text), four in which a single event (D,L,M,S) had twice the cost of the others, and one in which merges and splits were twice the cost of generations, duplications and losses. For each setting, we summed the number of inferred evolutionary events of each type, then computed its deviation from the inferred counts under equal costs. All deviations were less than 3.7% except for four cases: when merges had double the cost, the number of merges decreased by 23.9% and the number of splits increased by 20.3%, and when splits had double the cost, the number of merges increased by 36.6% and the number of splits decreased by 26.8%. Furthermore, while the number of inferred regions are the same across all settings (since we have used the same input module trees), the number of genes for a doubled merge cost decreased by 2.4% and for a doubled split cost increased by 2.9%. This is consistent with our expectations, as a higher merge cost should result in a larger number of merged ancestral genes (e.g. fewer genes given the same number of modules) so that fewer merges and more splits are inferred. Similarly, a higher split cost should result in a larger number of split ancestral genes (e.g. more genes given the same number of modules) so that more merges and fewer splits are inferred.
However, in this smaller set of families, each reconstruction contributes a larger portion to the total number of events; thus, many deviations could be attributed to the small number of families that have multiple maximum parsimonious reconstructions. (Remember that ties are broken randomly.) If we consider the 143 families for which only a single maximum parsimonious reconstruction exists for every setting, almost all deviations drop two-fold or more. For this filtered set, all deviations were less than 1.1% except for two cases: when splits have double the cost, the number of merges increased by 22.0% and the number of splits decreased by 9.1%. Note that a doubled merge cost negligibly affects the inferred evolutionary events, and that the deviations in merge and split counts for a doubled split cost have dropped. We believe that many of the deviations for the doubled split cost are due to cases in which an architecture is partially lost. Here, the high split cost causes STAR-MP to infer a split ancestral gene when other parameter settings would infer a merged ancestral form. (See also Supplemental Section 7.3.)
Our analysis shows that in almost all cases, the balance of inferred events is maintained since these events are constrained by the evolutionary evidence. Significant deviations may be seen if a higher split cost is used, but then, a larger number of merges and a lower number of splits will be inferred, which would further support our findings that merges are more prevalent than splits ( Common trends in architecture scenarios revealed by STAR-MP reconstruction).
Validation 7.1 Detection of undercollapsed scaffolds
The BLASTp hits of a species versus itself were filtered to retain hits between genes located on different scaffolds and with percent identity ≥ 95%. These were run through LALIGN using nucleotide sequences extended to ± 2000 nt upstream and downstream, and hits with percent identity ≥ 98% were retained. An architecture family is said to contain possibly undercollapsed scaffolds if at least two genes within the family have a hit in this final list.
EST and mRNA-seq evidence
ESTs were obtained from GenBank and compared against the protein sequences using BLASTx. Only hits with long ESTs (≥ 250 nt), e-value ≤ 1 × 10 −5 , percent identity ≥ 96%, and alignment length ≥ 50 aa were retained. If a single EST aligned to the same sequence in multiple places, the alignment with the highest percent identity was retained. An EST is said to span two genes if it aligns with both genes and the alignments are in the same direction and overlap by ≤ 15 aa.
mRNA-seqs at 36 and 75 nt resolution were obtained from modENCODE (http://www.modencode.org). Briefly, this protocol used polyA RNA extracted from D. melanogaster, D. pseudoobscura, and D. mojavenis male and female heads, with sequences aligned to the genome with Bowtie allowing for up to two mismatches. We mapped the mRNA to genes based on genome location, and an mRNA-seq was said to span two genes if it aligns with both genes and the alignments are in the same direction and do not overlap.
Simulations under various event rates
Keeping the generation rate constant at 1X the estimated true rate, we set the duplication, loss, merge, and split rates at 1X, 2X, and 4X the estimated true rates. We tested five different settings, simulating 1000 architecture scenarios for each setting (Supplemental Figure S2) .
In general, STAR-MP has higher precision than sensitivity for any given event, and performance tends to degrade as the event rates increase and the true architecture scenarios become more complicated. Indeed, part of the decrease in sensitivity can be attributed to trying to explain more complex architecture scenarios with a conservative MP algorithm. STAR-MP also tends to have higher generation, duplication, and loss performance than merge and split performance, and as expected, generation, duplication, and loss performance is consistent across various merge and split rates. Interestingly, merge performance is typically higher than split performance. Further investigation showed that low split performance can be attributed to cases in which an architecture is partially lost. Here, the true reconstruction is a merged parent architecture undergoing a split and loss to result in the surviving sub-architecture; however, STAR-MP tended to reconstruct a split parent architecture so that only a loss is needed to produce the surviving sub-architecture.
Support for fusion and fission events using transcript evidence
We excluded from this analysis the 6.1% (249/4107) of merge/split scenarios have no merge or split events. This occured since we determined merge/split families based solely on the clustering of architectures into architecture families. However, all merge and split events in the family may have occurred prior to the species tree root; such a case can only be determined after the architecture scenario reconstruction.
Consider a merge or split event between two modules, as found by our architecture scenario reconstruction algorithm. Each of these events bifurcates the leaves, with one subset containing the leaves belonging in the subtree descended from the event, and the other subset consisting of the the rest of the leaves. We denoted these sets as the merged genes or split genes, respectively, if we were considering a merge event, or vice-versa if we were considering a split event. A merged gene was classified as consistent if there existed at least one EST/mRNA-seq that covers the boundary between the modules, and as unknown otherwise. (Note that we did not allow a merged gene to be inconsistent with the evidence.) A split gene was classified as inconsistent if there existed at least one spanning EST (mRNA-seq) (Supplemental Section 7.2) for the gene, as consistent if there existed an EST but no spanning EST (mRNA-seq), and as unknown otherwise. Once the genes were classified, an event was classified as consistent if there existed at least one consistent merged gene and at least one consistent split gene, as inconsistent if there existed at least one inconsistent split gene, and as unknown otherwise. Finally, the events for each scenario were pooled, and each scenario was classified as inconsistent if any event was inconsistent, as consistent if all events were consistent, and as unknown otherwise.
8 No substitution rate bias in merge/split families Analysis of Adh-derived chimeric genes previously revealed elevated rates of amino acid substitution after merge events (Long and Langley 1993 . It was speculated that the new function of the chimeric gene no longer required strong conservation, or that amino acids along the merge boundary rapidly evolved to repair any possible damage incurred by the merge event. To examine whether this bias occurs at a systematic level, we computed the substitution rate for each module family (Supplemental Figure S5 ) using the SPIMAP model of assigning a gene-specific (here module-specific) rate and species-specific rate to each tree (Rasmussen and Kellis 2007; . Notice that while the distributions are significantly different, the effect size is small (fold of median rates = 0.970-0.975). Furthermore, contrary to the results with Adh, we found that modules in merge/split families tend to have lower substitution rates than average. We believe that this discrepancy may be attributed to limitations in our model. For example, we computed rates across entire module trees, but it may be more appropriate to compute separate rates for portions of the tree affected and not affected by the merge/split event. We also did not consider differences in composition across species, which may confound the gene-specific and species-specific rate. Finally, we question whether an elevated substitution rate is indeed expected, since it is also plausible that modules should be more conserved after merge/split events in order to maintain functionality; that is, modules that undergo many substitutions may lose functionality and degenerate into pseudogenes.
GO term and Pfam domain enrichment/depletion
Enrichment/depletion values were computed using GOseq (Young et al. 2010 ) to correct for possible length (Supplemental Figure S4 ) and substitution bias (Supplemental Section 8, Supplemental Figure S5 ) in the data. Briefly, GOseq determines a probability weighting function that quantifies how the probability of a gene selected out of the reference set changes as a function of some external variable such as transcript length. It then resamples the genes many times, weighting the probability of choosing a gene using this function, and uses the resulting sampling distribution to calculate a p-value. Alternatively, GOseq uses the Wallenius non-central hypergeometric distribution to approximate p-values; we use this approximation in our analysis. p-values were corrected separately for length bias and substitution bias; correction for substitution bias did not change the set of enriched/depleted terms, so only the correction for length bias is shown in the main text.
For gene functions, we looked at gene ontology (GO) annotations for D. melanogaster, as the other species have little to no GO annotation. Only GO terms with experimental evidence were retained, and a gene with a GO term was expanded to also include all parent GO terms. D. melanogaster genes contain 4524 unique GO terms, 3327 of which are found in genes that participate in architecture families with merges or splits. Enrichment/depletion values were computed separately for each of the three ontologies biological process, cellular component, and molecular function. For domains, we looked at Pfam domains for all species. The Drosophila clade contains 3204 unique Pfam domains, 1510 of which are found in genes that participate in architecture families with merges or splits. After correcting for length bias, no Pfam domains were significantly enriched or depleted (hypergeometric test, p < 0.001, FDR correction).
Functional complementarity using DroID database
Rather than looking at shared GO terms, we searched for gene partners against the Drosophila interactions database (DroID) (Yu et al. 2008 ) (April 2010 release). Of the 1222 gene partners, 589 are those in which both genes have at least one known PPI (but not necessary with each other) and 135 (22.9% of 589) are those in which the genes are known to interact with each other. This is compared to 0.3% random (fold = 75.74, p < 0.001).
Using a set of high confidence interactions in which we retain only PPI with experimental evidence (discarding those detected through homology), these numbers reduced to 57 gene partners in which both genes have at least one known PPI, 24 (42.1%) in which the genes are known to interact with each other, and 0.38% random (fold = 110.53, p < 0.001). However, low counts means that we must take care in making any biological statements.
PPI in conservative set of architecture families
Using the conservative set of architecture families, we identified 222 gene partners within D. melanogaster. Of these, 33 gene partners have both genes annotated with GO terms, and 30 (90.9% of 33) share at least one GO term, compared to 61.8% random (fold = 1.47, p < 0.001). Using the DroID database, 140 gene partners are those in which both genes have at least one known PPI and 48 (34.3%) are those in which the genes are known to interact with each other, compared to 0.3% random (fold = 107.05, p < 0.001). Using the set of high confidence interactions, these numbers reduced to 16 gene partners in which both genes have at least one known PPI, 5 (31.3%) in which the genes are known to interact with each other, and 0.37% random (fold = 83.48, p < 0.001).
Detection of frameshift mutations
To investigate how often nucleotide similarity is not propagated to peptide similarity, we ran pairwise allvs-all tBLASTx between the species, then post-processed the alignments with LALIGN and filters (e-value ≤ 1 × 10 −5 and percent identity ≥ 80%; a higher threshold for percent identity was used to account for the smaller nucleotide alphabet). We found 2740 hits at the nucleotide level but not at the peptide level, 130,422 hits at both the nucleotide and peptide level, and 345,554 hits at the peptide level but not at the nucleotide level. This translated to 1429 additional genes that may participate in a merge/split architecture family; note that the actual number of additional genes that participate in merge/split families is likely smaller than this count. For example, some of the genes may be part of families in which each gene consists of a single module, and the module is simply frameshifted in some genes, or some of the frameshift mutations may be a result of frameshift sequencing errors.
13 Systematic detection of gene fusion and fission by mechanism 13.1 Fusion/fission of adjacent genes Two modules that merge or split were tagged if they were found in neighboring genes and the modules would be adjacent if the neighboring genes were considered as a single gene. This list was expanded to genes by looking for all genes with these tagged modules and including only those genes that are neighboring or are found in species descended from the most ancestral branch with a merge or split of the modules. Note that this list of genes includes both parental and children genes (e.g. pre-and post-merge/split genes), as this allows for ambiguities that may have arisen from ties in the MP reconstruction (e.g. one MP reconstruction finds split genes at the root followed by a merge along one branch, whereas another reconstruction finds a merged gene at the root followed by a split along the other branch). We also tested for experimental support for each gene by looking at EST and mRNA-seq data. Using our previously determined set of spanning ESTs (mRNA-seqs) (Supplemental Section 7.2), we called a gene consistent if all of the associated fragmented genes had EST (mRNA-seq) evidence but none were part of a spanning EST (mRNA-seq), inconsistent if at least one of the associated fragmented genes was part of a spanning EST (mRNA-seq), and unknown otherwise.
Genes that may have resulted from large-loop mismatch repair and replication slippage were detected by looking for merged genes flanked by (but not necessarily next to) two genes, with one gene containing one of the merged modules and the other gene containing the other merged module.
Retrotransposition and exon shuffling
While retrotransposition and exon shuffling are two separate mechanisms for novel gene formation, it has been suggested that retrotransposition is a driving mechanism for mediating exon shuffling (Gilbert et al. 1995) , and exon shuffling by retrotransposition is one method for conferring novel gene functions to the resulting chimeric gene rather than allowing the retrosequence to degenerate into a psuedogene (Long 2001) . To find retrotransposed-mediated exon shuffling events, we searched for modules that undergo a merge or split and that have multiple exons in at least one gene with merged form and a single exon in at least one gene with split form. This ignores possible retrotranspositions of single-exon genes which cannot be distinguished in our analysis from simple duplication. Exon comparison was performed at the module level to allow for (1) a chimeric gene to result from a multi-exon parent fusing with a second retrotransposed parent, and (2) partial gene retrotransposition. Furthermore, each merge or split formed a bifurcation of the species tree, and the merged form and split form must belong to different subtrees formed from this bifurcation. Only genes where the module has a single exon were included in the final count.
Duplication-degeneration
We constructed syntenic modules by defining a syntenic block to be at least three genes within 200 kb of each other with no other blocks in between. Two genes are the result of duplication-degeneration if (1) they result from a split, and (2) they belong to different syntenic blocks but have hits to the same syntenic block. False detection could occur due to faulty syntenic blocks. For example, a missed connection between two scaffolds may result in one syntenic block being separated into two blocks. As a simple test, we checked whether both genes are located at the ends of their respective scaffolds; 36 modules and 50 genes remain. Note that this method of detection does not take into account the case of undercollapsed assemblies where genes are located within the scaffolds. 
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STAR-MP ALGORITHM
Traversal from leaves to root
For each ancestral node, determine the possible architectures and their minimum costs-to-go.
Termination
Select the minimum cost architecture at the root.
Traceback from root to leaves
Assign architectures at the ancestral nodes and events along the branches. Figure S1 : STAR-MP algorithm. The forward phase of the STAR-MP algorithm performs a post-order traversal of the tree (step 1), considering at each stage a triplet of one parent node and two child nodes. The available parent modules (provided as input and found in our pipeline through reconciled module trees) and the possible children architectures (provided as input if the child is a leaf node or found recursively if the child is an ancestral node) are known. The possible parent architectures are generated through set permutations and pruned heuristically, and the minimum costs-to-go of assigning a parent architecture is determined (see inset at bottom, where the parent node under question is denoted by the '?'). The children architectures and events along the branches that led to this minimum cost-to-go is also retained for later traceback. This is repeated until the root of the tree is reached (step 2), at which point the minimum cost architecture is assigned to the root. The backward phase then performs a pre-order traversal of the tree (step 3) to assign the ancestral architectures and events. Figure S2 : Sensitivity and precision of STAR-MP in simulation under various event rates. See Figure 4 for details. Sensitivity decays dramatically as event rates increase, as is consistent with a conservative MP reconstruction. In contrast, precision is robust to event rates. Event rate multipliers were obtained from the simulations and differ from the input rate multipliers of N: (1,1,1,1), MS2: (1,1,2,2), MS4: (1,1,4,4), all2: (2,2,2,2), and all4: (4,4,4,4) due to our approach of discarding events that were impossible with the given starting architecture. Median lengths for all genes and for genes in merge/split families were 361 aa and 492 aa, respectively; the distributions differed significantly (Mann-Whitney U = 3.22 × 10 9 , p < 2.23 × 10 −308 , one-sided). (right), The distribution of median gene lengths per architecture family, bin size = 50 aa. Median lengths for all families and for merge/split families were 391 aa and 524 aa, respectively; the distributions differed significantly (Mann-Whitney U = 3.19 × 10 7 , p = 9.23 × 10 −116 , one-sided). Figure S8 : The inferred evolutionary history of GA28694 in D. pseudoobscura from CG4617 and frizzled 4 (fz4 ). (A) The MP architecture scenario. Architectures 00821 and 05692-03769 are usually in separate genes corresponding to CG4617 and fz4 orthologs. However, dpse contains the fused architecture 00821-03769 in gene GA28694. (B ), Along the dpse branch, the MP reconstruction infers the loss of module 22266 and duplications of modules 00821 and 03769 followed by a merge to form 00821-03769. A (hidden) split is also inferred between 05692 and 03769 due to the sub-architecture duplication of 03769 from fz4 (05692-03769). (C ) A genome level view shows that the orthologs of CG4617 and fz4 are adjacent in all species except dpse. In dpse, the new, fused gene GA28694 is located between CG4617 and fz4. (D) The inferred evolutionary history of GA28694 in dpse through duplication and exon shuffling. We postulate that GA28694 was formed by tandem duplication of the chromosomal region from CG4617 to fz4, followed by either large-loop mismatch repair or replication slippage to form the merged gene GA28694. Duplication allows dpse to retain the original gene functions of CG4617 and fz4 and gain a new function with GA28694. Note that while module 05692 is duplicated as part of the tandem duplication, it is subsequently lost in dpse; thus, the MP reconstruction does not infer a duplication of 05692. (1) Along the branch leading the dyak, the MP reconstruction infers the duplication of modules 17143 and 00370 followed by their subsequent merge to form jgw. (2) Along branch leading the dmel, we see an interaction between modules 17143 and 17258 to form ymp. However, there is strong evidence that the gene pairs GE10684 -GE10685 and GG12235 -GG12236 are actually single gene orthologs of ymp. These gene break errors lead to an incorrectly inferred ancestral architecture for ymp in which the modules 17143 and 17258 are found in separate genes rather than fused in a single gene. (3) ADH consists of a single module 00370, and there are multiple copies of this module in isolated form in many genomes. Multiple cases of fusions with ADH -derived modules have also been found experimentally, suggesting that ADH may be enriched for fusion events. We find module 00370 fused to the architecture 03541-01876 in dpse, which has not been previously found in literature. It is possible that GA25237 and GA25238 are further examples of ADH -derived chimeric genes. (B ) A genome level view of ymp reveals gene break errors in the ymp orthologs. This is supported by exon structure and genome alignment and partially supported by EST evidence: ymp in dmel has multiple full ESTs (e.g. ESTs span entire gene), and GE10684 and GE10685 in dyak have multiple spanning ESTs, but none of GG12235 or GG12236 in dere nor GF17267 in dana have ESTs. ADH is found on a different chromosome (scaffold). (C ) The inferred evolutionary history of jgw in dyak. ymp is first duplicated to create a second copy yande (Long et al. 2003) , then ADH is retrotransposed between the third and fourth exons of yande followed by degeneration of the yande exons found after the insertion point. Exons in gray represent exons that are not part of the longest transcript. Table S3 : Correlation of module boundaries and domain boundaries with exon boundaries. For each species, the total number of proteins, exons, modules, and domains is provided. Furthermore, the observed and expected number of exon-bordering module (the number of modules in which both boundaries are within ±10 aa of an exon) and the fold percentage are provided. To calculate the expected number of exon-bordering modules, we derived the probability P of an exon border falling onto any amino acid by dividing the total number of exon borders by the total length of proteins. We also determined the total number T of amino acids within ±10 aa of any module boundary. Based on a null hypothesis of randomly distributed exon borders, the product P T gives the expected number of exon borders within ±10 aa of a module boundary; thus, the expected number of exon-bordering modules is E = (P T /# exons) 2 (# modules). The same analysis is performed exchanging module with domains. P -values were calculated based on a chi-square distribution (dof = 1), and all p-values satisfied p < 2.23 × 10 −308 . Column sums may not equal total due to rounding of the expected value. Table S4 : Intron phases of exon-bordering modules. For each species, we list the observed and expected numbers of modules with the given intron-phase combinations, where a module is labeled with the phases of its flanking introns. The expected numbers were calculated as in (Long et al. 2003) . Specifically, assuming that any two introns can flank an module, the expected number of modules with intron-phase (i, j) is given by Eij = PiPjN , where 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, Pi is the proportion of intron phase i actually observed, and N is the total observed number of intron associations. P -values were also calculated based on a chi-square distribution (dof = 1), and all p-values satisfied p < 2.23 × 10 −308 . Column sums may not equal total due to rounding of the expected value. except for the 1-1 domains. Table S6 : Lineage-specific merge and split events. a Number of fused genes for which the split form consists of two adjacent genes. b Branch length divided by the total branch length. c Number of merges or splits in this genome divided by the total number of merges or splits, and ratio of (% M)/(% dist) or (% S)/(% dist). d Branch length divided by the total leaf branch length. e Number of merges or splits in this genome divided by the total number of lineage-specific merges or splits, and ratio of (% M l )/(% dist l ) or (% S l )/(% dist l ). Table S10 : Detection of previously identified chimeric genes. Chimeric sources are divided into 'E' (from exons of another parental gene), 'N' (from intron or intergenic module), 'R' (simple tandem repeats or repetitive elements) and 'U' (unknown sources). Citations are 'R' (Rogers et al. 2009) , and 'Z' (Zhou et al. 2008) . Hits refer to LALIGN hits for the chimeric gene, e.g. only one LALIGN hit for the chimeric gene satisfied the percent identity threshold.
Online Supplementary Files 1 Analysis of 9 Drosophila genomes flies9.stree, flies9.smap, flies9.names.txt : Phylogeny and species-to-gene map of 9 Drosophila species used in our analysis.
flies9.ids.txt : Gene names.
regs.tar.gz : Modules and module families.
fams.txt, fams.ms.txt, fams.ms.cons.txt : Architecture families, "merge/split" architecture families, and conservative "merge/split" architecture families.
fams.ms.tar.gz : For each architecture family, the extant architectures, bootstrapped gene trees, reconstructed architecture scenario, and a figure of the reconstructed architecture scenario.
2 Catalog of genes grouped by mechanism of formation nbrs.txt,nbrs genes.txt : Genes involved in fusion/fission of neighboring genes (either as a parent or child), and whether they are supported by experimental evidence.
dupmerge.txt : Genes involved in large-loop mismatch repair or replication slippage.
retro.txt : Genes involved in fusion/fission via retrotransposition.
dupdeg.txt : Genes involved in duplication-degeneration.
